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Photo Equipment
For Sale
12/11/2018

for the latest version of this list,
please visit my web site at:

Nikon Items
D750 body, IB, battery, charger in kit box with all original
contents except the 24-120 lens. Lightly used (around
3000 clicks)

LN $1000 2970 c

FA body (chrome), IB. Meter does not seem to be
reading out properly

EX $25 2954

Nikkormat EL body, black good $20 2956

MD-11 Motor (for FM, FE, FE2, FM2, FA, FM3A) Good $20 2728 c

MD-3 motor drive with MB-2 battery pack (for F2 series
bodies)

VG $90 2962

Original Nikon AI Conversion Kits. I have several old
NOS (new-old stock) kits: #18 for the 18/4 (173111 and
up), #19 for the 20/3.5 (421241-432210), #24 for the
24/2.8 (242821-257010), #30 for the 35/1.4 (385001 and
up), #32 for the 35/2 (880001 and up), #35 for the 35/2.8
(773111 and up) and #51 for the 200/4 (304411-420000).
The price is $25 for each. I can install it for another $25.

Mint 2800

24/2.8, caps, my Type A conversion VG $115 2957

50/1.4 IC, HS-1 shade, my Ai conversion VG $95 2971

85/1.8, HN-7 shade, caps, my Type A conversion Good $140 2946

180/2.8, caps, my Type A conversion VG $200 2948

200/4, later compact  version, caps, my Type A
conversion

EX $115 2958

300/4.5 ED-IF Ai, filter and rear cap Good $225 2949

12-24/4 G IF-ED, box, caps, hood, papers. For DX format
cameras

LN $500 2960

24-120/3.5-5.6 AF-D with HB-11 shade, IB, box. Note:
this is not the more recent VR model

LN $165 2598

24-120/4 AF-S, VR, (current model), US serial number EX $475 2959 c

24-85/2.8-4 AF-D with caps, skylight filter and
aftermarket shade

VG $225 2901 c

28-80/3.5-5.6 Macro Quantaray, AF-D LN $20 2968

28-85/2.8-3.8 Vivitar, Macro, AI, filter VG $20 2955 c

35-105/3.5-4.3 Ai Tokina, caps EX $25 2973 c

70-150/3.8 Ai Vivitar Close-focusing zoom, EX $25 2972 c

70-200/2.8 AF-S VR G IF-ED with pouch and shade EX $750 2965 c

70-300/4-5.6 Tamron lens. Autorocus on bodies with
motor inside, manual focus on D3XXX, D5XXX, etc.

VG $45 2963 c

TC-20EII teleconverter (for 70-200/2.8 zoom and certain
lenses 300 and up), box, IB

Mint $200 2930

Digital Cameras
Sony A6000 mirrorless interchangeable lens digital
camera. APS-C size sensor, 24mp. Includes 16-50 lens
(with stabilization), strap, cap, battery, charger, IB. Takes
Sony E mount lenses but also  works great  with 35mm
SLR lenses of all brands when used with an inexpensive
adapter.

LN $375 2975

Sony NEX-3N mirrorless interchangeable lens digital
camera. APS-C size sensor, 16mp. Includes 16-50 lens
(with stabilization), strap, cap, battery, charger, IB. Takes
Sony E mount lenses but also  works great  with 35mm
SLR lenses of all brands when used with an inexpensive
adapter.

EX $200 2966

Other Photo Equipment
Camera bag/backpacket, Kiboko 22L+, black,
8"x15"x18", lots of compartments and pockets. Appears
to have not been used.

LN $125 2974
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Key to Abbreviations:
Mint - Essentially unused; all boxes, instructions and accessories
LN (Like New) - Virtually no evidence of use
EX (Excellent) - Very little wear or other indications of use
VG (Very Good) - Some signs of use but little wear
Good - Clearly shows wear and other signs of substantial use
Fair - Well worn and may have minor problems
NR (Needs Repair) - Contact me for details
IB (Instruction Book)
IC (Integrated Coating) - Nikon's term for multi-coating

All items include a 10 day money-back guarantee

I can convert old (pre-1977) Nikkor lenses
to fit the newer bodies, including the newest

digital bodies such as the D90, D300 and D700.
I can also install the traditional meter coupling yoke
on autofocus and Series E to allow them to be used

on the older bodies with full-aperture metering.
For details, go to my website at www.aiconversions.com.


